
DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 161018041FUL

Date Application Valid: 8th November 2016
KPI Deadline: 7th January 2016 KPI Target Met? Y

Proposal Erection of 2 Semi−detached 1.5 Storey dwellinghouses attached to the existing
dwellinghouse

Address Blackridge Farm Case Officer:
Bothwellshields Road Mrs Susan Hunt
Newhouse
North Lanarkshire
MLI 5SX

Local Plan Policies North Lanarkshire Local Plan (2012):

NBE 3 A Green Belt
EDI 2 C 2 Opencast Coal Extraction Search Area
DSP 1−3 Development Strategy Aims
DSP4 Quality of Development

Planning History
• 98/01522/FUL Change of Use of Barn to form Extension to Dwellinghouse and associated

Alterations and Reroofing − granted 02.11.1998
• 06/01586/FUL Erection of Conservatory to Rear of Dwellinghouse − granted 23 .10.2006
• 12/00195/FUL Erection of Single 225kW Wind Turbine (32.2m to hub and 45.7m to tip) and

Temporary Access Track − withdrawn 25.10.2012

Site Visit Date(s) 291h November 2016
Weekly List Date 10th November 2016 Weekly List Expiry Date 01st December 2016
Neighbour
Notification Sent 8th November 2016 eN0Mtbon 29th November 2016ExpiryAdvert

Date 16th November 2016 Advert Expiry Date 7th December 2016

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The application site comprises and existing dwellinghouse and associated yard
and land and extends to 1.48 acres. The existing dwellinghouse is single
storey of traditional design finished in sandstone with a tiled pitched roof.
There is an existing detached stable block, kennel runs and agricultural shed
within the yard. A cluster of trees sit behind the stables.

The site occupies a rural location sitting remote from other buildings and is
accessed by a private road. Langside Farm to the south sits at a much lower
level within the landscape.

Design and Materials Planning permission is sought for two 1.5 storey dwellinghouses attached to
the existing dwellinghouse to form a u shaped courtyard. A roundel feature
would be positioned on the south west gable of the existing dwellinghouse and
serve as a communal living space for all three dwellinghouses.

The proposed dwellinghouses would have footprints of 165 sqm and 144 sqm
respectively and an overall roof ridge heights of 6.7m. The houses would be of
fairly traditional design with living/dining/kitchen spaces on the ground floor and
3 bedrooms. They would be finished in natural stone walls, slate rood and
timber windows and doors.

The site layout shows 6 delineated parking spaces are within the proposed
courtyard utilising the existing site access.

Daylight/Sunlight The layout raises no significant issues in terms of sunlight daylight given the
height of the proposed buildings, their orientation and distance to each other
and the dual aspect windows provided on rooms positioned in the 'corners' of
the u shaped layout.

Boundary Treatment There is a mix of boundary treatment to the site including low post and wire
fencing and timber fencing approximately 1.5m high.

Privacy No privacy issues arise due to distance of dwellings to on another.

Adjacent Levels The site is fairly level throughout.



Landscaping (including garden The existing dwelling house does not currently have a traditional area of garden
ground) ground. The building backs onto an informal rough hard−surfaced yard which

gives vehicular access with informal parking and access to stables, kennel runs
and storage building. This is typical of rural agricultural properties.

It is noted that the plans do not show designated garden ground attributed to
each of the dwellinghouses in the proposed layout; however it is considered
that a reasonable private garden space for each unit could be accommodated
within the site and could be conditioned should planning permission be
approved.

Access, Parking & Turning The site is accessed from a private road via a rough yard to the rear of the
existing dwellinghouse. This area has an informal parking and turning circle.

Site Constraints The site straddles and area covered by both Coal Authority Zone 1 High Risk
and Zone 2 Low Risk. A Coal Mining Risk Assessment Report was submitted
with the application.

Consultation Responses The Coal Authority was consulted on the submitted Coal Mining Risk
Assessment Report and has no objection to the proposal. It has recommended
an informative be placed on the planning permission should it be granted.

NLC Protective Services was consulted and has not objected to the application.
They have provided a series of best practice informatives.

NLC Traffic and Transportation was consulted and has no objections to the
proposal.

Scottish Gas Network objected to the application on the basis of proximity to
high pressure pipeline, however the Health & Safety Executive have confirmed
that the site does not lie within the consultation distance of a major hazard site
or major accident hazard pipeline.

Representations Councillor Cochrane has submitted a written representation supporting this
application on the basis that the development and the design are
complimentary to the rural environment.

Any Other Material A supporting planning statement was submitted by Enspire Architects on behalf
Considerations of the applicant which outlines the justification for the proposed houses and can

be summarised as follows:

The family moved to the property in 2014. The existing house does not have
sufficient living accommodation to meet the needs of the applicant and his two
adult sons (and their respective families). The proposed houses seek to provide
the ability for the family to maintain their close relationship within the same
general residence whilst living independently.

The statement notes that the former use of the land was agricultural but the
applicant and family to don't operate any business or farming activity on the
land, nor do they wish to do so in the future. The statement goes on to state
that there is no commercial reason for the development now or in the future.

The existing stable block would be demolished and relocated elsewhere;
however, details are not provided with the currently application for assessment.

The development would not adversely affect any neighbouring property or
access arrangements not would it have any effect on natural habitats or
landscape value.

The development is sympathetic to the rural nature of the site and respects the
scale, style and finishes of the existing main house.

Report

Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 requires that planning decisions must be
made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. In this case,
the proposal is not of strategic significance and as such, should be assessed in terms of the relevant local plan
policies.

The application site falls within an area zoned as NBE 3 A Green Belt in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan 2012
(NLLP). This policy seeks to protect the rural character of the Greenbelt and promote development in the



Green Belt by restricting development to acceptable types and operating assessment criteria. The policy
presumes against new residential development unless it can be shown to be necessary for agriculture, forestry
or other uses appropriate only to a rural area or that there is a specific locational need. In assessing this
application it is noted that there is no agricultural or forestry need for the houses therefore it requires to be
demonstrated that there is a specific location need for the them. In this case it has not been demonstrated that
there is any specific locational need or indeed any established need for the houses to be built in this location. It
is therefore considered that the application is contrary to policy NBE 3 A Green Belt.

Scottish Planning Policy states that local development plans should set out detailed boundaries of the green
belt and identify types of development which are appropriate within them. It also states that where a proposal
would not normally be consistent with green belt policy it may still be considered appropriate either as a
national priority or to meet an established need if no other suitable site is available. In this case the proposal is
not a national priority and there is no demonstrable or established need for the dwellinghouses to be located
within the green belt as existing housing (or land for housing development) is available within the wider North
Lanarkshire area.

The Supplementary Planning Guidance (07) associated with NBE 3 A of the NLLP reflects this position and
states that applicants must demonstrate justified evidence supporting special circumstances where exceptions
may be made to the policy. The applicant's planning statement whilst indicating a desire for the family to live
together in attached housing is not considered to demonstrate a specific locational need or exceptional
circumstances to meet the assessment criteria for Policy NBE 3A, SPP and SPG 07.

Should the desire of the family to live in close proximity to each other be accepted as a justification for housing
in the greenbelt it would undoubtedly set an undesirable and unwanted precedent for other inappropriate
dwellinghouses in the green belt. This in turn would contribute to the incremental erosion of the green belt and
the character of the wider rural area. It would also undermine the key attempts of both national and local
planning policy to promote urban renewal through the use of brownfield sites.

It is therefore considered that the application is contrary to policy NBE 3 A Greenbelt with no other material
considerations indicating otherwise.

The site also falls within an area covered by policy EDI 2 C2 which directs proposals for extraction of
construction minerals to these search areas. This policy is noted but is not of relevance to the assessment of
the application as it does not relate to residential development proposals.

The NLLP also requires proposed developments to be assessed against policies DSP 1 (Amount of
Development), DSP 2 (Location of Development), DSP 3 (Impact of Development) and DSP 4 (Quality of
Development). Due to the limited nature of the development the proposal raises no issues with regards to
Policies DSP 1, DSP2, and DSP3.

All developments require to be assessed against policy DSP4 Quality of Development. Policy DSP4 (Quality of
Development) considers development specific impacts and provides a range of assessment criteria such as
size, materials, and road safety, and requires that proposals integrate successfully with the surrounding area
by avoiding harm to neighbouring amenity.

Notwithstanding, the concerns relating to the Greenbelt policy discussed above, it is accepted that proposed
dwellinghouses are of traditional rural design, they relate well to the existing dwellinghouse and the forming of
a u shaped courtyard is a recognised rural layout. The dwellinghouses share a similar height, width and depth
to the existing dwellinghouse and are not dominant in scale or form with the first floor accommodation utilising
velux style windows. The roundel feature, whilst unusual in North Lanarkshire, is a built form used within wider
context of Scottish rural design. The proposed materials are acceptable as is the proposed formalised parking
provision within the courtyard. It is noted that private garden ground has not been attributed to each
dwellinghouse; however, given its rural location and the current yard layout, open outlook and adequate open
space within the site this is considered acceptable. Should permission be granted a condition could be applied
requiring a plan showing the attributed open space to each dwellinghouse. There are no sunlight, daylight or
privacy issues arising with the layout of the proposal. Overall, it is considered that the proposal would
satisfactorily integrate within the existing site and meet the requirements of policy DSP4 Quality of
Development.

In terms of other material considerations PAN 72 "Housing In The Countryside" is also relevant. The advice
contained in that PAN sets out key design principles to be taken into account in determining planning
applications and seeks to deliver high standards of design. Developments should be carefully located, fit into
the landscape and avoid sky lining in order that buildings do not interrupt the flow of the landform or appear out
of scale. For the reasons detailed above it is considered that the proposed dwellings comply with the advice
given in PAN 72.

In terms of Consultations received, only Scottish Gas objected to the proposal, however as stated above, HSE



have confirmed that the site does not lie within the consultation distance of a major hazard site or major
accident hazard pipeline.

Taking the above into account it is considered that the proposed development is contrary to policy NBE 3A of
the North Lanarkshire local Plan, the associated SPG07 and Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) as the proposal is
unconnected with agriculture or any other rural use, would set an undesirable precedent and would contribute
to the incremental erosion of the Green Belt and its associated rural character. It is noted that the development
accords with policies DSP1−4; however, this does not carry such weight as to justify its approval. There are no
other material considerations which indicate that planning permission should be granted in this instance. It is
therefore recommended that planning permission be refused.

Date 15th December 2016

Reasoned Justification

The proposal fails to meet the criteria set out in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan Green Belt policy in that it is
considered to represent a residential development in the green belt without any appropriate justification or any
exceptional circumstances and it would set an undesirable precedent for other such developments across the
wider green belt areas.

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposal does not comply with policy NBE 3 A Green Belt (and associated SPG07) of the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan in that the dwellinghouses are not required for an acceptable rural use such as
agriculture or forestry and that no appropriate justification, special circumstances or material
considerations have been demonstrated to merit a departure from this policy.


